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We Animals Would Like A Word With You-John Agard 1998-01-01 We Animals Would Like A Word With You takes a humorous look at the tension condition through poetry written by our animal friends - with a little help from renowned poet, John Agard.
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Animals by the Numbers—Steve Jenkins 2016-11-01 How many species are there across the globe? How much do all of the insects in the world collectively weigh? How far can animals travel? Steve Jenkins answers these questions and many more with maps, diagrams, infographics, and authoritative science in his latest work of illustrated nonfiction. Jenkins lays her signature cut-paper illustrations alongside computer graphics and a test that is teasingly with fresh, unexpected, and accurate zoological information ready for readers to easily devour. The level of scientific research paired with Jenkins’ creativity and accessible infographics is unmatched and sure to wow fans old and new.

The Storytelling Animal Jonathan Gottschall 2012 Explores the latest ideas about why people tell stories and why stories matter. He uses examples from a wide range of cultural traditions and modern-day Mesoamerican Indian peoples to show the processes of modern storytelling. He then reviews the latest scientific research that suggests storytelling is a vital tool for survival and that it shapes who we are as a species.

Wild Animals in Captivity—Bob Ladiwalla 2017-12-21 “A ramped lip pacing back and forth on a worn path and dolphins oxymoring in unseen circles are captive animals exhibiting ‘stereotypies,’ or repetitive abnormal behaviors that provide no natural function and no obvious self-appeasing function is a common sight in many zoos. Laidlaw effectively captures the plight of these animals, as well as giving voice to those who care about them.” — Kirkus Reviews on the 2017 hardcover edition
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